How to crowd fund and crowd source a foreign policy initiative using
the Science of Reincarnation.
Intro/Summary
This white paper discusses the best methods of how to found and fund the Institute for the Science of
Reincarnation, fund the education, fund the science and fund the foreign policy.
Background
No organization can do independent scientific research and hold a political position unless it is self-funding.
The Institute of the Science of Reincarnation’s scientific position is independent and peer-reviewed. It’s social
and political position is the reflection of the consensus of its members based on how they view the results of the
aforementioned science. Its goals are generational. Its actors and actions are local.
Community
The community that is the science of reincarnation is decentralized and unrecognized. The community can be
compared to mid-evil France, each duchy with its own politics and agendas. The community includes classes of
institutions like academia (UVA, University of Miami, Stanford), institutes that are 501© 3’s (IONS, IANDS),
private-sector corporations, corporatocracies, and government agencies like the Bipartisan Policy Commission
and the NCTC. This framework can be extrapolated to other countries.
The Larger Organization-creating community content
Creating community content is connecting the data points from different disciplines. An example would be
studies that need to be done comparing the statistical probability of what an NDE person experiences and
describes versus someone who looked at the same event during a past life regression or a child who
remembered a prior life.
They all seem to be describing the same thing; there are many common data points. The leaders of each
discipline should be banding together to drive this research. Imagine what could be accomplished if Depak
Chopra, Brian Weiss, Stephan Schwartz, Jim Tucker, Pim Von Lommel, Dean Radin Michio Kaku, Bill Nye,
Neil Degrasse Tyson, Ray Moody and Bob Good made one kick starter video, or 50, describing what they
wanted to fund.
If each one took their cell phones and videotape themselves supporting this effort they could design the
experiments they need to do and get both the support and the money they need to do them. They could then post
them on Reddit/reincarnationscience to the larger community. This would allow them to draw on untapped
resources both human and monetary and sidestep the current institutional and social roadblocks that are
preventing this from being done.
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Driving growth / organization
The Science of Reincarnation must operate like a business. It must be independent with its own source of
revenue. It needs to be both at once decentralized and centralized. Funding for local studies can be done locally;
all work must be peer-reviewed.
The Science of Reincarnation Central (SORC) is anywhere aggregating studies or laying out what studies need
to be funded next is located. This location or locations has yet to be determined.
How crowd sourcing needs will be met
The sub reddit r/reincarnationscience is the format we will use to connect with populations of interests that this
science touches. It is here if all the scientists use this board to debate and discuss this opportunity that we can
achieve distinct recognition for this science.
We need cross posters to post comments and discuss the issues in r/science r/debatereligion, r/pastlives
r/reincarnation r/politics/ r/philosophy, r/remoteviewing, r/clairvoyance, and many more. The aggregate
populations of the sub reddits mentioned here are over 10 million people. There are workers in those
populations who are willing to contribute time and effort to see probability studies done.
We need translators, scientists, and a variety of social media and programing specialists. Each individual may
only contribute an hour a month but at present there is no common platform to which they can go, that is why
the cross posting is first.
So if the scientists previously mentioned would post on r/reincarnationscience and cross post where they think
appropriate the larger organization, The Science of Reincarnation community would coalesce. In order to bring
a new science together scientists must work together and cross support each other. The community must support
the scientists.
The commitment for the scientists mentioned is posting what studies they would like to fund and how much
they need. It would take them 10 minutes to do that post and it would be free.
Monetization
A central organization needs to be funded to run conferences write and update the textbooks and the website.
This organization also supports local field chapters and aggregates studies between disciplines.
Kick starter programs can be locally run. They can do studies both authorized and rouge. Authorized studies are
those needed by SORC as outlined in the map of the science below. Rouge studies are those local locations feel
they need to do based on conditions as they are encountered. Both types of studies must be put into the common
data base, be peer-reviewed and submit to double-blind testing.
Incentive competitions can be run on too many levels to layout in this paper but maintaining scientific integrity
is not negotiable. Incentive competitions of corroborating studies can be used to verify results.
The crowd can vote on the best chapter submitted for each discipline to be included in the Science of
Reincarnation College textbook or create their own discipline as more is learned.
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How to do the science
This paper will now explain how to do the science of reincarnation through explaining how to fund the research.
This will become a chapter by chapter map of the science of reincarnation textbook.
Each discipline of the science of reincarnation is explained in the layout below, the site map of the science of
reincarnation. The studies that need to be done in each discipline are italicized below the explanation. The first
kick starter program that needs to be done will be done by SORC which will be to fund the science of
reincarnation textbook. This work needs to be sourced and funded by the crowd. Like any science this is fact
based and logic driven.
Probability studies using odds against chance help us determine our reality. Requests for probability studies
using odds against chance are suggested in various disciplines. A Meta-analysis of the aggregate data points
will help us prove or disprove if the common narrative from these disciplines is actually our reality.
It was using these analytical tools that allowed physicists to say clairvoyance had been proven. Using a metaanalysis on the common data points from the different disciplines will lead to a result that tells us if the common
narrative from the aforementioned disciplines is probable or not. We will either know an afterlife exists or not.
Leading indicators seem to indicate that this is true. The following is a factual representation of the science and
the landscape it presents.
Science of Reincarnation textbook
What follows is the layout for the science of reincarnation textbook. A site map of the entire science
incorporating what’s been done, what needs to be done, and the probabilities for each discipline being our
reality.
This text book needs to be aimed at a college freshman and understandable to them. The site map will be
expanded by the community as new research is done. This information needs to be put on the website and
translated into 30 different languages; it needs to be universally available.
Kick starter campaigns can be done locally to support, writing individual chapters of the text or the studies
needed by SORC. SORC should run their own kick starter campaigns to help fund that research as well.
Site map of the science of reincarnation with study requests and funding plans

Disciplines
Studies and funding that needs to be done
Children who remember prior lives
Studies being done at UVA are now coding 2500 cases of children who remember prior lives using 400
variables to identify trends. These baseline data points need to be connected to a larger body of information
both scientifically and mathematically. Statistically other disciplines are already considered proven. As you go
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through the disciplines below you will begin to see the interconnections. Staffing is needed at every level.
Individual researchers on their own time can do the recommended studies and post them to the SOR website.
Jim Tucker is a leader in this evolving science. SORC would request a kick starter video requesting funds for
his own staff to take on an additional study interconnecting his data points with data points for example from
near-death experiences or past life regression for example.
Near Death Experiences
The International Association for Near-death Studies (IANDS) houses an aggregate body of information and a
professional staff. So you have both the data mine in the miners to mine it.
IANDS should do a kick starter video aimed their current supporters. It should be their own crowd sourced and
crowd funded analysis of their data. They should connect with Tucker to agree on common data points. The
funding should also cover the interconnected data points with UVA’s archived information on children who
remember prior lives. At the end of this you let the physicists and mathematicians at the aggregate data points
and you will create an refutable scientific reality. This set of common data points needs to include case studies
from Weiss at Miami.
Pim Von Lommel should do a kick starter program in Europe to connect his data into the larger program in
database.
Past Life regression
Both the Weiss foundation and the Newton foundation house and hold the records of a large number of people
who were regressed into the past life.
Both Weiss and Newton are being asked to do a kick starter video that would fund connecting an analysis of
their data points to an analysis of the data points from the other disciplines. They can develop and fund their
own analysis departments that would interact with the aforementioned groups or a team from SORC can come
in and do the analysis. Either way they have huge followings in their people who are in those communities who
could do the analysis and interconnect with the other groups. If Weiss and Newton ask for the money the
funding for this would virtually be guaranteed.
Common data points include prayer, past lives, and intersex events which would show up in both past life
regression and children who remember prior lives. There are too many common data points to mention here but
crowd sourcing someone who would be willing to create the list would be an example of SORC’s use of crowd
sourcing.
Once that is done a probability study on the aggregate data points should be done.
The Human Biome/how we replace our bodies
We now accept this scientific fact the following statement that 50% of the cells in our bodies are other
organisms and that every cell and atom in our bodies is replaced every two years. Our memories are housed
holistically and are more permanent than the cells that hold them. No one denies they no longer have the body
they had when they were six yet the memories remain. Deepak Chopra speaks of this impermanence when he
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speaks of our mental connection to our bodies and meditating through which a fuller access to nonlocal
consciousness can be achieved.
Deepak chopper speaks of how our wisdom traditions handle the inherent ability of the human mind to access
the spiritual/nonlocal consciousness space.
If we have proven our minds are more permanent than our bodies why can’t we “move” into a new body?
The kick starter program needs to be done to fund the center for the science of reincarnation in India. Deepak
Chopra should provide a five minute video that would support the kick starter program. There are so many
studies that could be funded with the most important thing would be to have a center where this could be
studied in the information be interconnected with a global network of scientists. Whatever he thinks is a good
idea to connect his body of work to the whole. Write the chapter
Another kick starter program should be to hold an annual convention where the difference studies could be
interconnected. This annual convention would also have to include the religions and politics that are part of
this science.
Venter and levels of DNA
In the last 20 years we’ve begun to write the code of life. J Craig Venter wrote a code on a computer for a selfreplicating organism. We’ve also found levels of DNA organized below the double helix. This organization
reaches all the way to the quantum level. Ultimately we will be able to write code on the quantum level is what
this science is suggesting.
Genetic memory: Butterflies/transgender
Monarch Butterflies remember locations they nor their parents have ever been to. If memory is housed
holistically (Transplant memories) then those same memories are passed on in our genes. Memory may be
stored in physics not biology and projected onto biology.
Dark matter
Like a child being fascinated with something shiny we study the light matter that we see. It only makes up 4%
of the universe. The dark matter and dark energy make up 96%.
I am not going to suggest studies in this area. If our consciousness here has been proven to reach outside our
bodies then in fact we can reach into this dark matter and energy area and it promises a much more vibrant
reality beyond the limitations that this environment has imposed upon us.
Where is our memory located? /Consciousness collapses to a wave
Our memories are stored throughout our bodies. Examples of this are transplant memories, where transplant
recipients of major organs experience memories that the donors of these organs had. We can now take a
medicine like a vasodilator or constrictor, digitize the chemical compounds and using a transducer and a sound
card create a wave that will cause the recipient heart to respond to the wave as though the chemical were being
applied.
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We are then the self-created narrative of the wave’s story and our existence has the same format as wave
particle physics does and that is why religion sounds so much like physics. We are both local and nonlocal, both
particle and wave.
Non Local Consciousness - Clairvoyance (Remote Viewing)
Nonlocal consciousness is considered proven. It was proven in the field of archaeology using DNA evidence
that would stand up in a court of law. Nonlocal consciousness is the mind’s ability to reach outside the body.
But it was not one event that brought scientists to the conclusion that it was proven it was millions of events. At
Princeton a quarter of 1 million individuals were tested and it substantiated the results of the work done at
Stanford which was funded by the CIA, FBI, DARPA the U.S. Navy and other government departments.
The Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) has the ability to do the mathematical analysis of the above data points
from the first three disciplines. It should be noted here to the layman that when fractal patterns begin to show up
in the data reincarnation will be considered proven. At that point this science will then shift from proving it to
learning to manipulate it, design it if you will.
IONS education department can also produce the text book for the first year college course, the science of
reincarnation 101. This needs to be printed and distributed in 30 different languages.
As in the other disciplines Dean Radin and the other scientists of this discipline need to do a kick starter video
so they can fund their portion of the research and analysis. They need to work with scientists who do work with
NDE’s past life regression and children who remember prior lives to set algorithms so they can determine
probability. Additionally contributions need to be made to writing the textbook, and maintaining the website the
science of the reincarnation.edu.
Non Local Consciousness
Work on nonlocal consciousness has progressed from does it exist to how do we work with it? Stephan
Schwartz explains how nonlocal consciousness becomes local because nonlocal awareness projects itself into
the physiology of consciousness research in six different protocols.
Nonlocal consciousness research is being done in the neurosciences, quantum biology, nonlocal perturbation,
and near-death research. Perception studies include remote viewing, ganzfeld, presentiment, and retro
cognition/precognition. The rage of this research is wide but I will mention just one aspect in this paper, nonlocal perturbation.
At the University of Pennsylvania radiologists used standard imaging technologies focused on monitoring brain
activity in spiritual practitioners as they exercised their practice scanning the brains of nuns, Sikhs and
Buddhists and detected changes in their brains in the lateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex.
Jeanne Achterberg’s therapeutic intention studies showed changes in the brain of the recipients toward whom a
therapeutic healer has expressed therapeutic intention. Each recipient was placed in the MRI scanner and
isolated from all forms of sensory contact from the healer. It was concluded that instructions to a healer to make
intentional connection with a sensory isolated person can be correlated to changes in brain function of that
individual.
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This is too large a body of research to present here.
But this work has three major problems.
1-Physicians and physicists don’t talk to each other.
2-When they do speak they don’t say it in plain English.
3-None of this interconnected work is presented cohesively.
Non Local Consciousness explained
Simply put there are two competing models of consciousness. The first is a physicalist model holding all
consciousness is being contained within an organism’s neuroanatomy. Models of the second type are nonlocal
models, in that the mind can reach outside the body.
What the above disciplines indicate is that the second model is our reality. Then that suggests the anecdotal
reports in the first three disciplines are true. This information is couched within scientific jargon that precludes
the layman from fully understanding its significance. It also insulates the scientist from suffering from real
world reactions to discoveries that will shift power structures. If what the science is showing is accurate and by
all indications it is then the scientists need to say what is happening in plain English. Reincarnation is being
studied and proven and that the anecdotal reports in the first 3 disciplines describe that landscape/reality.
The power of prayer explains scientifically
All religions support the power of prayer. As we break particles down further and further we find they are more
wavicles than particles. All particles have a particulate state and a wave state. Another way of saying it is all
particles are made up of energy. This energy expresses itself in waves. What we are finding is consciousness
has both a particulate state, you, and a wave state, when you seem to sync with everything around you. When
you enter a house of prayer you come on your own particular wavelength. But when you pray as a congregation
you sync that wavelength with others in the congregation and in doing so can effect change at a distance, in
short, a nonlocal effect. This is now been proven and is accepted as scientific fact. In the work on non-local
consciousness we track brain changes in the recipient of intent by healers. They larger population sees prayer as
a theological endeavor when scientifically we are beginning to unravel the “mystery” of how it actually works.
Physicists and physicians are having difficulty processing this change
They’ve discovered a disembodied form of consciousness and they really don’t know how to explain it to
laymen because if they use the word reincarnation there are a variety of pressures and impugnation’s that they
are subject to.
So they are cautious and obtuse when speaking this of topic because of the detrimental experience both
personally and career wise they will have from explaining what’s really occurring.
In simple English, we have reached a point where there are studies we can do can to prove reincarnation exists.
Nobody’s willing to connect the data points that would prove it.
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To the physicists I say this emerging science of reincarnation is the changing paradigm expressing itself,
embrace it.
As a group, physicists deserve much praise but their responsibility now is to continue doing this scientific work
they are doing and teach nonscientists what they have learned in an easy to understand way. This paper is to
help them get through the roadblocks they have encountered and help them get funded.
They can help themselves do this in the following ways, they can do a series of Kick starter programs and
experiments to ask for money to:
Run an annual convention
Write a simple text book aggregating in one place in clear easy to understand language all the interconnected
data points and what it means. ELI5 Explain it like I’m 5.
Ask for money and human resources to do probability studies
Band together to do a Kick starter video with IANDS/IONS study with Weiss, Tucker, Moody and Radin all
doing one Kick starter video jointly.
Let Abundance 360 run the global rollout of videos
Science Conclusions of Reincarnation science
If the probability studies turn out probable then the common narrative can be considered equally as probable.
If physics is proving and explaining how the mind is non local then the common narrative is supported by our
understanding of science.
This should be said simply by physicists, physicians and healers.
Simply explained the brain may be more a fax machine than a computer.

Do the studies to provide one simple explanation with probabilities on what our
reality really is.
That is where reincarnation science wants to go
Restrictors
Religions
Rather than attack the science of reincarnation religions should see this as a validation of their beliefs. No
matter what religion you ascribe to you cannot say that the people in other religions are not human. This science
is proving what you personally believe but the various belief systems are being homogenized into one fact
based logic driven narrative.
Religions have three things they have to deal with regarding the science of reincarnation.
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First is scientific validation for their beliefs. These include an afterlife, angels, guides or parts of the heavenly
host the described by the specific religion and the proven efficacy of prayer and how we theorize it works.
The second is for people, individuals, religion is transitive. A true believer in one life may not be a true believer
in the next may be part of a different religion or opposing religion.
If what religions say about an afterlife is true, then religions are positing we have two lives, one here on earth,
and one in the next world. There is no text in any religion where God prohibits himself from giving more lives.
For the more fundamentalist theologies this science shows that there is no reason to restrict one class or gender
so laws like women not being allowed to drive in Saudi Arabia or apostasy laws in the Asian subcontinent have
no basis in reason or fact.
This science gives those oppressed by restrictive laws the reason in logic to overturn that oppression. It is their
collective responsibility. But this karmic account upon which all religion is based affects the oppressors and the
bystanders with equal responsibility.
Based on the exit interviews of children who remember prior lives, NDE’s, past life regression, and
clairvoyance that is the common narrative. That narrative is supported not only by probability statistics that this
is our reality using odds against chance, but that it is also supported by the hard sciences where we have begun
to unravel how nonlocal consciousness, your spirit mentality, becomes local, you’re physical self.
Researchers in the neurosciences, quantum biology and nonlocal perception are seeing how this nonlocal
awareness projects itself into the physiology of their consciousness research as we saw in nonlocal
consciousness.
The third is that the common narrative may change some of the power structure of the religion or render that
portion invalid. Regardless how they argue this point it is their God in their belief system that made this world.
They should rather see this science is revealing more of the world to them.
Religions are repositories of our collective consciousness. They give us our wisdom traditions. If each religion
is a denomination then the science of reincarnation is the common denomination of religion. All gods would
want their followers to know this science just as all gods would want their followers to use the most recently
developed weapons. For instance from the scimitar to the IED.
The opportunities for studies in this area are simply boundless. When you are dealing with religions you are
dealing with a quantum of consciousness. Each stands alone as a mindset but they are more similar than
different. But each one regardless of belief system is subject to the same laws of nature that we see in the above
events.
Enterprising young researchers could crowd fund their own studies in this area keeping in mind that the goal of
each study is to connect the data points from one discipline to another.
The specific area of interest to focus on is the statistical match between the common anecdotal narrative
versus the common religious narrative versus what we actually are seeing. In short the collectively and
accurately describe our reality. No one can stop the power shift that this is going to cause or what the full
scope of this new information will mean to each and every one of us.
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I would like to see on odds against chance study comparing the common narrative of the anecdotal
disciplines to the common narrative of the religions. They seem to match. Can we believe what we see? Do
we see what we believe? Who are you going to believe, someone else or your own eyes?
Politics
Do not expect this new information/analysis to change an individual’s political perspective but any child born
after this information coalesces will incorporate the new information. It will simply restrict the number of
recruits any radical ideology can get by virtue of reason and the false logic radical ideologies present.
The political position extracted from the above data is based on fact. There is nothing in the above political
position that does not extend an equal amount of freedom, civility, and respect to every human being regardless
of their race, religion, or gender.
The science of reincarnation needs politicians and bureaucrats who are going to reshape policies based on the
new paradigm, the new information. By connecting the above data points the likelihood is that there is more
than a 50% probability that our consciousness reincarnates. The current politics is for us not to do those studies
because power structures would need to change. What happens when you prove using the available data and an
odds against chance that we change religion, race, and gender?
The only way to know is to do the studies. We need to fund the ones that will change our reality, like all
religions being totally equal. Or ways to choose your gender in your next life. If we know how to write that code
we could do that. But to be able to write the code we have to do the studies.
All politicians from all countries should want their citizens knowledgeable about this emerging science. Its
effects are seen in all populations, that means everybody. This science is part of the changing paradigm, and
this new science a manifestation of this change. The scientists themselves need to lead the politicians and
populous on understanding this change.
This information must be made available in the vernacular of every country in the world.
Governments and Corporatacracies
Governments and corporatocracies are simply communities that are self-sourcing and self-funding and that have
interests unique to themselves. They all have a foreign policy. The Science of Reincarnation Community cuts
across all these planes and is made up of all of us. That’s a paradigm shift.
One thing about corporatocracies and management. The karmic ledger sheet upon which religion is based now
begins to have some very real teeth. While the science of reincarnation seems to indicate that you are evaluated
more than judged we have to life after life bring a positivity to our actions.
Studies should be done comparing lives that individuals have led to calculate how that karmic ledger sheet is
kept. We have multiple life individuals in all the categories that begin this science. We can take those cases,
extract common data points and then analyze those common data points to see if we can find trends.
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The simple first steps that need to be taken
The scientists we mentioned on page 2 each need to record a short video supporting the publication of the
textbook and what experiments they would like to fund.
They can begin the discussion on r/reincarnationscience at no cost to them and get community feedback and
support.
SORC needs to put out their own request for funding in kick starter format.
The crowd can be put to work managed by the experiment designers
Scientists need to open up the databases for the crowd funding support
Organizations
IANDS needs to aggregate the collective data from the University of Miami and UVA as well as their own
database to prepare it per IONS instructions so it is ready for analysis. They should also mine the Cayce
Institute and reevaluate the historical data along these lines.
IONS then gives us a calculation on the odds against chance that the common narrative from data points of
children who remember prior lives, near-death experiences, and past life regression as a probability. Then it
needs to do a Meta-analysis including the other disciplines.
The Crowd
The good news is everyone can participate. Individuals can DIY on any of the studies I have discussed. Do the
work, put it up on the boards and post the probabilities and how you created your algorithm. Then let another
individual do a double bind corroborating study. That’s how this begins.
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